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Abstract 
This paper demonstrates the effectiveness of the acoustic emission (AE) method for testing of 

large-scale pressure vessels. A case study of weld inspection by radiographic testing (RT) and AE 
methods of a new column made of stainless steel is considered. As the result of joint application of 
these methods critical defects in pressure vessel were revealed prior to putting it into operation. 
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1. Introduction 
At random RT in welds of column manufactured for use in the process treatment unit for sulfur 

cleaning from petroleum products some internal defects were revealed. Defects were generated as a 
result of irregularities in welding procedure at manufacturing facility. Column dimensions: body 
height is 23 800 mm, diameter is 1 800 mm, wall thickness is 20 mm. Metal – austenitic stainless 
steel 12Cr18Ni10T. The column was being prepared to commissioning in the production cycle. 

The results of random testing were the reason for conducting a complete NDT of welds of 
column body, including welds of eight nozzles with the diameter of 500 mm. Herewith, the 
application of ultrasonic (UT) testing method was impossible due to features of column metal 
structure. RT method was used for testing. Total length of tested weld joints was over 160 m. Test 
duration, including activities on organization of two-side access to testing areas necessary for RT, 
exceeded 3 weeks. 

As the result of RT, there were revealed more than 30 weld joint areas containing internal cracks 
and non-metallic inclusions. More than half of these areas (18) were located in T-shaped 
intersections of welds, 13 of 18 areas contained large cracks. This paper presents an example of 
metallographic testing of such cracks. 

Revealed defects were repaired. AE method was supposed to be the final testing step in column 
general inspection procedure. As the large scope of RT application allowed assuming with high 
probability that all major defects are revealed, the main objective of AE testing was the assessment 
of repair quality of welds with eliminated defects. Additional objective was the inspection of some 
welds inaccessible for RT due to features in column structure. 

The results of AE testing revealed no defects that tend to develop in repaired welds. 
Consequently, main objective of AE method application was fulfilled. 

Besides, as the result of AE testing there were detected 5 more areas containing AE sources 
characteristic for developing defects that were not revealed during RT. In two cases these areas 
were within the zones skipped during RT due to their inaccessibility for local NDT methods. After 
special activities on organization of access to these zones the presence of defects in them was 
confirmed with the RT method, as well as for other three areas (including two nozzles) after 
repeated RT and thorough analysis of RT images. In the latter case the shape and the orientation of 
defects made their detection unlikely with the RT method during first inspection, while AE method 
is capable of detecting such defects independently of their size and orientation. 

This paper presents some results of analysis of AE testing data and RT images of revealed 
defects. 

The issue on the sequence of implementation of different NDT methods for optimization of 
inspection procedure for large-scale equipment is also discussed. 
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2. Equipment for Column Inspection 
Radiographic testing was conducted by the "Smart-225" device using a radiographic Agfa D5 

film with a resolution of 0.50 mm. 
The use of the other traditional test method - ultrasonic inspection - was impossible for a given 

metal thickness due to significant attenuation of ultrasonic signal and its reflection at the alloying 
elements of the austenitic steel. 

To identify the cause of cracking, the shell section with a defect at the intersection of circular 
and longitudinal welds was cut and subjected to metallographic investigations. 

The AMSY-5 system with integrated resonant transducers VS150-RIC was used for AE testing. 
The frequency range was set as Δf = 90 ... 450 kHz. Threshold was fixed as Thr = 40 dB. The 
number of supervisory channels was equal to 37. 

Practical difficulties were faced at sensors mounting to the non-magnetic shell. This problem 
was solved by gluing of carbon steel small plates to the body with polyvinyl adhesive (photo in 
Fig.1a,b). This allowed use magnetic holders for sensor mounting. The plates of 110х70х2 mm 
curved to comply with the shell having a central hole with the diameter slightly larger than the 
diameter of the sensor were glued to the body at spots prepared for sensors. The clearance stipulated 
with the plate thickness was compensated with round rubber gaskets placed in the magnetic holder 
groove: two gaskets 1 mm thick (1/2 plate thickness) were used. The plates were left on the column 
for possible further testing. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Figure 1: Method of sensors installation on the column non-magnetic surface: a) magnetic metal 
plate with a hole for sensor is glued to the shell; b) sensor is mounted on the plate using a standard 

magnetic holder 
 
This method of sensor mounting was stipulated with the drawbacks of alternative methods for 

particular application. In the case of using bandage straps their length should be very long and their 
uniform adjustment would be quite challenging. In addition, a large number of prominent structural 
elements on the outer part of the column obstruct the straps installation (Fig.1a). Welding of any 
additional parts not provided by the design was prohibited. Attaching the sensors by adhesives was 
not considered because of the risk of damage during removal. The use of adhesive tapes or other 
palliative methods for sensors mounting was unreliable under the field test conditions. The test 
results have proven that the proposed method of sensor attachment was a good solution for sensor 
attaching to non-magnetic surface. 

 
3. Testing Results 
3.1 RT results 
The defects of weld joints at the intersections of circular and longitudinal welds were revealed by 

the RT. The most significant defects were 13 cracks of 10 to 100 mm long. The features of these 
cracks: they are located in the longitudinal welds and start from the junction with circular welds; 
cracks were primarily open along the axis of the symmetry of the weld; branching from the main 

a) b) 



Crack (depth is 8 mm, width is 
130 mm) 

cracks was readily observed in both directions; opening of side cracks was found smaller than that 
of the central crack, so that some side cracks are not detected due to the sensitivity limits of the RT. 

 
3.2 Results of metallographic investigation 
The piece of body at the intersection of the longitudinal and circular weld was taken for the 

metallographic study (Fig.2a). Figure 2b shows the crack indication 80 mm long at lower generator 
of metal mechanical sample of the longitudinal weld 150 mm long and up to 7 mm deep after 
capillary testing. The crack starts from the intersection of welds. 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 2: a) the piece of shell that was cut out for the study; b) crack indication in the 
longitudinal weld at capillary testing; c) the scheme of cutting of specimens from the piece of shell 

for metallographic investigation of welds 
 
The specimens cutting scheme for metallographic investigations is shown in Fig. 2c. Large 

cracks, which represent the fragments of cracks oriented along axis of the longitudinal weld, as well 
as numerous microcracks were found in specimens S-4 and S-6. The view of metallographic images 
of some specimens containing the cracks is presented in Figs. 3, 4. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3: Specimen S-4-1. General view (left) and metal destruction to a depth of 832 microns 
and intergranular crack of 2.5 mm directed into the depth of the longitudinal weld, x50 (right) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4: Specimen S-6. General view (left) and crack and numerous inter-granular cracks 
formed from it, x50 (right) 

 
The longitudinal crack refers to hot cracks. The presence of hot macro-cracks is accompanied 

with the formation of microcracks. Formation of the cracks is related to high stress due to 
inappropriate choice of welding technology. 
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No cracks were observed in the areas remote from intersections in either circular or longitudinal 
welds. 

 
3.3 Results of AE testing and additional RT 
This paper presents only one element of the AE test data analysis - location of AE sources 

(Fig.5). For additional RT five zones were chosen by analyzing AE data and performing visual 
inspection of the test object. Visual inspection allowed excluding from consideration other areas of 
AE activity, which are clearly not related to potential defects of the body: for example, the areas for 
attachment of maintenance platforms with new weld joints. 

As a result of RT in Zones 1, 3, 4, 5 the presence of unacceptable defects was confirmed: Zone 1 
- 24 mm crack and slag (Fig. 6a), Zone 3 - 15 mm crack, Zone 4 - large slag inclusions (up to 8x2 
mm) and pores in the weld of nozzle F1, Zone 5 - large slag inclusions (up to 10x1.5 mm) in the 
weld of the lower hatch-manhole H6 (photo in Fig.6b). In Zone 2 permissible size defects (pores and 
slag inclusions) in the weld were detected. 

 
4. Results discussion 
Let us consider the results of solution of basic tasks set to AE testing: 
1. No growing defects were identified in repaired welds. Therefore, a good quality of repairs of 

pre-detected defects has been confirmed. 
2. Cracks detected in Zone 1 and Zone 3 were similar to cracks considered during metallographic 

study. Prior to AE testing it was possible to estimate the probability of having not-detected cracks 
which then could have been detected in the T-shaped welds (provided that the cracks grow during 
the AE testing). The number of RT-examined T-shaped welds (40), the number of detected large 
cracks in these welds (13), as well as the number of welds, which were not included in the area of 
RT (4) was known. Consequently, the probability of finding at least one crack in the T-shaped 
welds, which are not controlled during RT, can be evaluated as P = 1 – (1-13/40)4 ≈ 0,79. Actually, 
cracks in two of these four welds were detected. 

3. Beside the cracks in T-welds, considerable defects have also been found in the welds of two 
nozzles: large slag inclusions. Recording of active AE sources in their location indicates the 
presence of growing defects associated with those inclusions. Welds of nozzles are objects difficult 
for control by any method. Besides, slag inclusions are not always classified as critical defects. 
Nevertheless, the AE activity recording in the vicinity of inclusions followed by a thorough analysis 
of images obtained during additional RT allowed revealing those defects which might be prone to 
growth. 
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Figure 5: Location of AE sources on the shell developed view and location of areas defined for 
additional RT. 
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Figure 6: Radiographic images of the defects: a – in a T-shaped weld, b – in the weld between 
the hatch-manhole and the shell 

 
Preparation and conducting of AE testing, as well as the data analysis, took about three days. 

Herewith, major part of this time was spent for column preparation to hydraulic testing, which 
anyway is obligatory conducted after body repairs. 

Inspection scheme is defined depending on technical specifications of the facilities, their 
number, available NDT means and other factors. Formally, the optimum scheme is the scheme, in 
which the scope and the sequence of NDT methods minimize the inspection time while preserving 
its quality. This gives a substantial economic effect due to a possibility of reduction of equipment 
downtime. In fact, the sequence of application of testing methods is determined by the management 
of mechanical service of the facilities and presently prioritizes the use of traditional and 
standardized testing methods, such as RT or US. The AE method is usually used as additional 
means. This approach is enforced not only to testing of the individual facilities, but also to larger 
groups of new equipment, for example, during reconstruction of technological units. When the 
inspection with traditional methods covers near 100% of the facilities, this way requires a lot of 
time and expenditures. 

Let’s denote the inspection time first with RT, and then with AE method (first option) as t1, and 
the time for inspection in the inverse order (second option) as t2. Then:  AE

q
AERTAERT ttVkttt  min111        (1) 

022 2dVktttt AERTAE  ,        (2) 
where RTt1 , RTt2  is the time of testing with RT method in the first and the second option, V0 is the 

relative volume of testing, total (sum of structural elements equal by size to standard areas of testing 
with local methods, e.g. sections of welds equal in length, Т-shaped sections of welds or other 
elements), RTV1  is the relative volume of testing during RT, k is the proportionality factor (mean 
time of testing of one element of volume), AEtmin  is the minimum time required for conduction of AE 
testing that allows conducting of planar location of defects with the size not less than the specified 
one, AE

qt  is additional time used to enhance sensitivity of AE testing system at the expense of 
increase of the number of sensors and their packing density. Coefficient d is the share of V0, areas 
specified for testing with RT method according to the AE results for determination of defect 
geometrical parameters. Additional multiplier "2" in the expression (2) is defined with our 
experience in AE testing and is probably related to the following circumstance. AE does not reveal 
“sleeping” defects which do not grow during current hydraulic testing. However, there exists the 
possibility that these defects may further grow under action of processing factors. In order to verify 
if these defects exist, it is advisable to add arbitrary testing of areas found during AE with testing of 
other random areas in the quantity proportional to the number of areas revealed during the AE (e.g., 
by doubling this quantity). 

a) b) 



With due account of known parameters of considered inspection we may accept: 
AE
q

AERTRTAE ttVVtt  min011 ;9,0;1,0        (3) 
Then the time benefit in the second option shall amount:  dVkttt 29,0012          (4) 
According to the expression (4), maximum efficiency of AE method implementation as primary 

testing is achieved when the structure contains small number of defects. So, the difference between 
the two options in the considered example is insignificant. However, by using this example it is 
possible to make useful assessment for d. Let us assume that AE testing was conducted in the first 
place, and only a half of 18 defects in T-shaped joints revealed during RT would behave as the AE 
sources during hydraulic testing (i.e. they would grow). Then, by adding 2 sections detected during 
AE after RT we obtain: 18/2+2=11. By dividing this number by 44 (total volume V0 for these 
elements) we obtain d = 0,25. Thus, if according to AE testing results we obtained d ≥ 0,25, this is a 
compelling reason for conduction of 100% testing of any structural elements by local testing 
method (in our case - by RT), as the probability of containing defects in a large number of these 
elements is very high. 

Implementation of AE method as initial testing method for industrial equipment is not seen a 
large progress as yet. As a rule, it allows reduction in time and, consequently, in cost of inspection, 
however there exist some issues with method adapting to the effective normative rules at evaluation 
of testing results. Some problems related to the complexity of interpretation of AE testing results 
also remain unsolved. However, our experience in AE method application shows that it can be a 
useful NDT instrument in different combinations of AE and traditional testing methods. 

 
5. Conclusions 
1. AE method is an effective tool for NDT testing of large-scale structures. During testing of 

these structures particular advantages of AE method are: possibility of 100% testing of structural 
material, high sensitivity, high performance, possibility of precise locating of the defect, possibility 
of detecting of growing defects independently of their size, orientation and location within the 
material. 

2. Method drawback related to the problem of determination of exact geometrical characteristics 
of a defect is successfully resolved by combining AE integral method and local testing methods. In 
general, joint implementation of integral method and local methods allows mutual reduction of level 
of uncertainty characteristic for each method, which arises during inspection of large-scale 
structures. AE method reduces uncertainty in selecting the spots for local testing and, as a result, 
substantially increases the efficiency of application of local testing methods. Local methods reduce 
the uncertainty in determination of nature of recorded sources of AE activity. 

3. Maximum efficiency of AE method application for testing of large-scale structures may 
probably be achieved in case of its application as initial testing method in general inspection 
procedure. 

 


